
TIMVEG 2017.e Release Notes 

New Program Versions 
 O2CMI version  3.0 

 VRI version 2017.e 

 CMI version 2017.e 

Changes 
Task# Task 

6193 VRI IPC to Aux plot distance is not translating to the Oracle output file  
Fixed 

6252 VRI + CMI Validation missing to ensure access notes are not empty 
Beefed up the "blank line" checking. 
Previously the validation was: 
If no note lines then Access Notes are missing OR 
Scan all note lines, if all are "blank" then Access Notes are missing. 
 
I was able to duplicate the false positive by pressing down arrow then space so there were 2 
lines and the 2nd one had a space.  I was also able to occasionally duplicate the false positive 
by just down arrowing to add a 2nd blank line. 
 
Beefed up the blank line check to check that characters in the line are space or NULL.  Since 
then I haven't been able to get false positives with blank/spaces lines. 
PS 
This validation will fire when you're exiting the CH forms.  So if you edit a plot with no Access 
Notes and don't go into the CH forms then you won't get the warning. 

6261 VRI fixed radius plots should be based on basal area and average DBH, not stem count and 
average DBH 
Updated the VRI Leading Species tool and validation to sort by BA + avg DBH.  Sorting by BA 
works for VP and fixed.  For VP since the BA = Prims size for all trees, the sort is just like 
sorting by tree count. 
 
Double checked the CMI leading spp calculator and validations.  Works correctly.  

6262 Change max height for PLC to 35m, max DBH for PL, PLC and PLI to 110cm 
Updated the max height species table for PL, PLC and PLI 

6265 VRI + CMI prorate office ring count needs 4 digits. 
Updated the data file, screen, report and Oracle export and O2CMI to use 4 digit prorate 
office ring count. 
Changed O2CMI to import 3 digit ring count and convert it to 4 digits. 

1 
(6274) 

Output the walkthrough data to the appropriate new oracle fields, not comments 
Done.  

2 
(6275) 

if the tree has a DR* loss and or damage code, a peeler grade cannot be found in the first or 
second logs. 



 
This is actually five validations.  <Nth> = "1st".."12th" 
 
1a. Loss Indicator DD* or BNK 4m up and 6m down from a DD indicator must be a Y grade.  
Message: “<Nth> Grade 4m up and 6m down from DD or BNK must be Y grade.” 
 
1b  Loss Indicator DD* or BNK 4m up and 6m down from a DD indicator must is Y grade then 
net factor must be <= 67%.  Message: “<Nth> Grade Net factor too high for log with DD* or 
BNK.” 
 
2.First log has root rot then has minimum net factor.  Message: 
“Root Rot identified. Use net factor of at LEAST <nn>”  <nn> = minimum net factor value 
 
3. Loss indicator DR* To and DR From must be < 5m.  Message: 
“<Nth> Loss Indicator DR From must by < 5m.” 
 
4.Loss indicator DR* then if (Spp Group fir-pine-larch or spp ACT) on Log 1 and 2 g cannot 
have grade B or C.  Peeler grades are not allowed in logs with Butt Rot or adjacent logs.  
Messages (2) 
“Log 1 Peeler grade not allowed in butt rot log.” 
“Log 2 Peeler grade not allowed in butt rot adjacent log.” 
 
5 Loss Indicator LRB. If log with LRB is not allowed grade D and F. 
Message: “Log <n> LRB not allowed in <spp> grade D or F <n> = log# 1..12, <spp> = species 
code” 

6 
(6278) 

Site series codes – need to be modified for 4 characters and right justified. IE the number 2, 
should be right justified and output as 02 
Site series allow 4 characters and automatically right-justify. 
If the first character is a single digit number then prefix with 0.  Eg "3A" becomes " 03A" 
Export 4 character site series. 
Changed O2CMI to import 3 character site series and convert it to 4. 

7 
(6280) 

DBH/Call grade/Net Factor validations table 
Added DBH/Call grade/Net Factor validations for tree grades from supplied MS excel table. 
 

6017 CMI + VRI check Site tree dbh + ht vs tree screen 
This was completed in 2016.a 

6279 Validate the Mapsheet (use the coordinate check) 
The Mapsheet check uses different lookup table that  the Mapsheet-GPS check.  Updated the 
Mapsheet table to same list as Mapsheet-GPS. 

6281 VRI Add DBH m/e to aux plot export 
Done.   


